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For over half a century, scholars have laboured to
show that C. S. Lewis's famed but apparently
disorganised Chronicles of Narnia have an
underlying symbolic coherence, pointing to such
possible unifying themes as the seven sacraments,
the seven deadly sins, and the seven books of
Spenser's Faerie Queene. None of these
explanations has won general acceptance and the
structure of Narnia's symbolism has remained a
mystery. Michael Ward has finally solved the
enigma. In Planet Narnia he demonstrates that
medieval cosmology, a subject which fascinated
Lewis throughout his life, provides the imaginative
key to the seven novels. Drawing on the whole range
of Lewis's writings (including previously unpublished
drafts of the Chronicles), Ward reveals how the
Narnia stories were designed to express the
characteristics of the seven medieval planets - Jupiter, Mars, Sol, Luna, Mercury, Venus, and
Saturn - - planets which Lewis described as "spiritual
symbols of permanent value" and "especially
worthwhile in our own generation". Using these
seven symbols, Lewis secretly constructed the
Chronicles so that in each book the plot-line, the
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ornamental details, and, most important, the
portrayal of the Christ-figure of Aslan, all serve to
communicate the governing planetary personality.
The cosmological theme of each Chronicle is what
Lewis called 'the kappa element in romance', the
atmospheric essence of a story, everywhere present
but nowhere explicit. The reader inhabits this
atmosphere and thus imaginatively gains conna?tre
knowledge of the spiritual character which the tale
was created to embody. Planet Narnia is a groundbreaking study that will provoke a major revaluation
not only of the Chronicles, but of Lewis's whole
literary and theological outlook. Ward uncovers a
much subtler writer and thinker than has previously
been recognized, whose central interests were
hiddenness, immanence, and knowledge by
acquaintance.
""I'm breathless! This journey through ""The Book of
Gardens"" touched me so deeply. Day after day I
was bathed by the words. I was comforted and
confronted. I was overwhelmed by curiosity and
calm, urgent intellectual stimulation and an
emotional embrace. I am in awe of Phil's ability to
lead me one step at a time as if he were holding my
hand and pushing me at the same time.... I'm full to
the brim, shaken up, like love, at a stand-still with
gratitude."" - Maggie Merritt Nevada USA - ""The
passion and beautifully crafted language unites the
subjects of I-Ching, meditation, economy, and
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ecology. I emerged with renewed excitement for
meditation, and a deepened understanding of the
choices we face for humanity to survive on this
world."" - Nicolas Albright Nelson Canada - A
practical manual for decision making, The Book of
Gardens includes a summary of how to use the IChing and learn Mindfulness Meditation. Amid the
Changes upon us all today, what direction will you
take?
Lonely Planet's USA is your most up-to-date advice
on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Gaze into the chasm of the
Grand Canyon, hang ten on a Hawaiian wave, and
let southern music and food stir your soul- all with
your trusted travel companion.
Beneath dense gray clouds through which no sun
shone lay a forgotten planet. It was a nightmare
world of grotesque and terrifying animal-plant life.
Gigantic beetles, spiders, bugs and ants filled the
putrid, musty earth - ready to kill and devour
anything in sight. There were men amidst this horror
- men who cringed and ran from the ravening
monsters and huddled in the mushroom forests at
night. Burl was one of these creatures. But one day
inspiration hit Burl. He would find a weapon - he
would fight back. And with this idea the first step was
taken in man's most desperate flight for freedom in
this most horrible of all worlds. But it was only a first
step.
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In the last few years, God has been sending
messages to the world. The messages included
every aspect of our living - salvation, worship,
marriage, daily living. Those messages have
included: God Chasers (Tommy Tenney), The
Prayer of Jabez and Secrets of the Vine (Bruce
Wilkinson), The Passion of the Christ (Mel Gibson),
The Rebirth of Kirk Franklin (Kirk Franklin), PurposeDriven Life (Rick Warren), Flywheel, Facing the
Giants and Fireproof (Sherwood Church), Woman
Thou Art Loosed, Spellbreaker (TD Jakes), Jesus
(Shekinah Glory) and now The Book of Eli. God has
used everyone from the conservative to the
Charismatic to the Catholic to the cavalier to get His
message across. So that we are without excuse.
Check out what's up and coming in LGBTQ scenes
around the world with this quirky, vibrant queer travel
guide. For decades, LGBTQ travelers have
congregated in predictable places: queer-friendly
cities like New York and Berlin, or beach towns such
as Mykonos and Fire Island. But as progress and
visibility expand across the globe, so do queer
people's travel options. Drawing on their own
extensive travel experiences, as well as the
perspectives of local DJs, artists, activists, drag
performers, DIY historians, and long-time residents
(many of them found through the biggest advantage
gay travelers have over their straight counterparts:
'hookup' apps like Grindr and Scruff), the authors of
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Sassy Planet offer up the latest on what's hot in 40
cities around the world. Traveling in the US? Check
out RuPaul's Drag Race star Alaska's
recommendations for Pittsburgh, where she first got
her start. Planning a trip to Japan? Read about the
300+ queer bars packed into Tokyo's Shinjuku
neighborhood. Even in countries where
homosexuality is sanctioned, you'll read about
emerging pockets of queer acceptance and culture.
You'll also find the very latest info on where to go in
major destinations, from the Por Detroit parties in
Mexico City to new Brooklyn hot spots. The book
features interviews with local celebs, best-of lists,
and little- known hideaways all packaged with helpful
insights, cool bits of regional culture, queer lore--and
of course, plenty of sass to spare.
The sun, moon, stars, and planets have been a
source of wonder for as long as humans have lived
on earth. In this highly visual guide to observing the
sky with the naked eye, kids aged 9–14 will delve
into the science behind what they see. This
captivating book offers a tour of our solar system
and deep space, explaining how objects like Earth’s
moon were formed and introducing the “why” behind
phenomena such as eclipses, northern lights, and
meteor showers. Sky gazers will learn how to find
and observe planets — no binoculars or telescopes
required — and star charts will show them how to
spot constellations through the seasons and in both
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hemispheres. Activities include tracking the cycles of
the sun and moon and observing the sky during
daylight hours or on a cloudy night. Includes profiles
of professional astronomers and sidebars on space
technology and current issues, such as light
pollution. This publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
#1 New York Times bestseller A TIME Magazine
Best Book of the Year A NPR Best Book of 2017 A
Boston Globe Best Book of 2017 "Moments of
human intimacy jostle with scenes that inspire
cosmic awe, and the broad diversity of Jeffers's
candy-colored humans...underscores the twin
messages that 'You're never alone on Earth' and that
we're all in this together."--Publisher's Weekly
(starred review) "A true work of art."--BuzzFeed
Oliver Jeffers, arguably the most influential creator of
picture books today, offers a rare personal look
inside his own hopes and wishes for his child--and in
doing so gifts children and parents everywhere with
a gently sweet and humorous missive about our
world and those who call it home. Insightfully sweet,
with a gentle humor and poignancy, here is Oliver
Jeffers' user's guide to life on Earth. He created it
specially for his son, yet with a universality that
embraces all children and their parents. Be it a
complex view of our planet's terrain (bumpy, sharp,
wet), a deep look at our place in space (it’s big), or a
guide to all of humanity (don’t be fooled, we are all
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people), Oliver's signature wit and humor combine
with a value system of kindness and tolerance to
create a must-have book for parents. Praise for Here
We Are: -"A sweet and tender distillation of what
every Earthling needs to know and might well spend
a lifetime striving to achieve. A must-purchase for
new parent shelves"--School Library Journal -"From
the skies to the animal kingdom to the people of the
world and lots of other beautifully rendered examples
of life on Earth, Here We Are carries a simple
message: Be kind." --NPR -"[An] enchanting gem of
a children's book"--NBC's Today Show -"A musthave book for parents."--Gambit -"A celebration of
people all shapes and sizes, and of the beauty and
mystery of our Earth."--Booklist -"...a beautifully
illustrated guide to living on Earth and being a good
person."--Brightly -[Here We Are] is a tour through
the land, the sea, the sky, our bodies; dioramas of
our wild diversity....[Jeffers] is the master of
capturing the joy in our differences."--New York
Times Book Review
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel guide
publisher* Lonely Planet’s Europe on a Shoestring is
your passport to having big experiences on a small
budget, offering the most relevant, up-to-date advice on
what to see and skip, what hidden discoveries await you,
and how to optimise your budget for an extended
continental trip. Hit the streets and free museums of one
of the world’s greatest capital cities, London; soak up
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and art by day and party by night in Berlin; pick
your Greek island for fresh food and golden beaches. All
with your trusted travel companion. Inside Lonely
Planet’s Europe on a Shoestring: Budget-oriented
recommendations with honest reviews - eating, sleeping,
sightseeing, going out, hidden gems that most
guidebooks miss Extensive planning tools and budget
calculators Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your
trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to
save time and money and get around like a local,
avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your
fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites,
transit tips, prices Cultural insights provide a richer, more
rewarding travel experience - covering history, art,
literature, cinema, landscapes Colour maps and images
throughout Covers Great Britain, Ireland, France,
Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece,
Turkey, Scandinavia, Russia, the Baltic Coast, Czech
Republic, Eastern Europe, the Balkans, Belgium, Austria,
and more Useful features: First Time Europe; Big
Adventures, Small Budgets; Off the Beaten Track;
Border Crossing; Splurge; and Responsible Travel
eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps
prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate
and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to
personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip
between pages Bookmarks and speedy search
capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded
links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and
images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The
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Choice: Lonely Planet’s Europe on a shoestring
is perfect for budget- and value-conscious travellers
taking a big trip, and is packed with amazing sights and
experiences, savvy tips and recommendations. Looking
for suggestions from a wider range of prices for a
shorter, multi-country trip? Check out Lonely Planet’s
Europe for a comprehensive look at all the continent has
to offer. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading
travel media company and the world’s number one
travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and
trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since
1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over
145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travellers. You’ll also
find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14
languages, nine international magazines, armchair and
lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely Planet guides
are, quite simply, like no other.’ – New York Times
‘Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in
every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax
Media (Australia) *Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia,
UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The digital
edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
Earth: Astrology’s Missing Planet brings a new and
important dimension to the science and art of astrology
and to New Age thought. It addresses the influence,
meaning and relevance of the one forgotten planet in our
horoscopes - the Earth upon which we live. Based on
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decades
of research and written for non-astrologers as
well as for the astrological and New Age community,
Earth: Astrology’s Missing Planet is the first book to
address this topic.
How many people can the Earth support? Tucker makes
the case that the Earth's 'carrying capacity' is limited to 3
billion humans, and that humanity's century long binge
has incurred an unsustainable ecological debt that must
be paid down promptly, or else cataclysm awaits. Given
that our species has already surpassed 7.5 billion, and is
fast approaching 9 billion or more, this is an audacious
claim that everyone who cares about the fate of our
planet and our species has a responsibility to evaluate
for themselves. Tucker, in his exploration of the frontiers
of scientific knowledge, urges all of us to question his
estimate. He encourages us to marshal our own data
and calculations, if we are so inclined, so that we can all
engage in this existential debate as educated global
citizens equipped to navigate what promises to be an
uncertain future. Equal parts history, science,
economics, demography, conservation thinking, ethics,
and foreign affairs - all through a geographic lens - this
provocative book fundamentally redefines how you will
think about the fate of humanity, and the planet from
which our species evolved. In part a continuation of E.O.
Wilson's Half-Earth thesis, Tucker decrypts the complex
story of how humanity has come to burden the finite
geography of our planet in unsustainable ways. Tucker
argues that we in fact have "A People Problem" which
goes far beyond the very real perils of climate change
and biodiversity loss. Tucker takes us on a journey
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the history and geography of the ecological
devastation wrought by humanity, and the persistent
wastes that we have accumulated, as our population has
grown relentlessly. Only by thinking geographically,
Tucker argues, can we truly understand the threats to
humanity and the Planet Earth that sustains us. In A
Planet of 3 Billion, biogeography, human geography, and
geostrategic thinking collide to illuminate the most
pressing issues facing our world today. Beyond a
detailed tour of this seemingly insurmountable challenge,
Tucker offers solutions. Tucker makes a convincing case
that renewal is possible, and that we can indeed find our
way to a new sustainable population plateau of 3 billion
without some ominous genocide, epidemic, or ecological
collapse. Women - educated, empowered, integrated in
to the workforce, and with access to family planning
technologies - hold the key to our ecological salvation.
All of us bear the responsibility for empowering women if
we are to collectively chart a safe path to this new lower
population plateau. And, together we must conjure up
new ways to give Earth's panoply of unique ecoregions a
voice, if we are to achieve an ecologically sustainable
planet for our species over the long run. This book is for
anyone who is interested in the world around them,
concerned about the fate of the planet, and seeking
insights that can help them become part of the solutions
that would put us on a path to a resilient future.
This book collects together cultural pearls of wisdom
from 86 countries to form the ultimate reference book for
how to live well. Each culture lives by its own words of
wisdom - handed down from generation to generation,
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covering
everything from keeping a house tidy as a
Shinto shrine to cooking a meal as simple and nutritious
as a southern Italian's supper. Do you want to eat as well
as the French, enjoy life as much as the Costa Ricans,
live as thoughtfully as the Scandinavians and be as
healthy as the Japanese? This 416-page book, packed
full of expertly-sourced information and stunning
photography, will tell you how. With countries as far and
wide reaching as Colombia and New Zealand, you'll be
sure to learn plenty of life lessons that you can put into
action throughout.
Are you concerned about the state of our planet and
hope that governments and corporations will find a
sustainable way for us to live? If you do not think about it
too hard, that may work, but will it? Left on their own,
with drivers of popularity and profits, I am not too
convinced that it will. The missing part of this equation is
you and me. Individuals who believe that corporations
and governments can do better. Individuals who believe
that through action, we can buy a bit more time to
develop and implement solutions to our critical issues.
Did I hear a groan out there when you read the word
‘actions’? Do not worry! Most of the actions that I am
referring to will not only help save the planet, but will
benefit you right away through saving money, time,
better health, and having a happier life in general.
Sustainability goes beyond controlling our consumption
and pollution. There are key social, political, and
economic areas that need to be addressed as well, and
there are several steps that individuals can take to help
in these areas. For those of you who feel we could do
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more, this
book is for you and is loaded with actionable
activities, the reasons for doing them, and explores why
we are not doing them already. Every journey starts with
a first step. Hopefully this book will lead to those first
sustainable steps and that will change the world.
“Jennifer's version of astrology, grounded in psychology,
has the ability to force needed change in a profound
way.” —Elise Loehnen, chief operating officer, Goop
Transform your life and grow into your highest potential
using psychological astrology. “Who am I, really? What
did I come here to do? Who am I in relationships?” A
good therapist will help you answer these questions; so
will a good astrologer. For the last 25 years, Dr. Jennifer
Freed has combined her deep understanding of both
these practices to deeply transform people’s lives. Dr.
Jennifer Freed introduces you to psychological astrology
as a way to dive deep into understanding yourself and
others in a profound and life-changing way. If you think
of yourself as simply a Virgo or a Pisces or a Capricorn,
be prepared to expand your self-knowledge manyfold.
The knowledge in this book will give you a far more
complete picture of your psychological and emotional
blueprint. By understanding your cosmic DNA, nine core
strengths, and cosmic committee, you’ll come to trust
that there is a divine orchestration that guides you, that
you have a purpose in the world, and that both your light
and your shadows are welcome participants in your
psychological and relational lives. Use Your Planets
Wisely is an innovative resource to help you know
yourself better, have better relationships, and enjoy
greater happiness and fulfillment in your community.
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Does university
everyone else seem to speak another language? What
can you do to make the grade? If these are the kind of
questions you are asking, then this is the book you need.
After the excitement of being accepted, the reality of life
at university or college can be daunting, but help is at
hand. This practical book guides new students through
the terminology used at university and shows you: what
a student needs to know how to be accepted by students
and lecturers how to get the best out of your institution
and yourself how to communicate using appropriate
language in higher education institutions how to learn the
conventions of your specific subject area how to be
confident and competent in your new world All new
students find the move to university slightly bewildering,
but with this book you can be one step ahead. The
author has spent time talking to students across a broad
range of different universities and uses her first-hand
experience as a basis for the book. Understanding
University provides a lifeline for new students in further
and higher education offering everything from practical
advice on studying, to explanations of frequently used
terms. If you don't know the difference between a
seminar and a tutorial or want to know what
'matriculation' means, then this is where to start. Need a
little assistance? Just open this book. And remember you are not alone.
Planet on PurposeYour Guide to Genuine Prosperity,
Authentic Leadership and a Better WorldBalboa Press
At this time in the development of the Earth species, the
brain/mind does not have a large enough data
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acquisition
and computing capacity to take in the
multidimensions of the walk-in process. The
characteristics of these dimensions would allow for many
types of spirit activity on the Earth plane beyond the
simple (actually, simplistic) explanation of a single soul
unit changing places with another single soul. Spirit and
consciousness are more fluid and variable than your
world has considered. We will tell you that spirit guides
and guardian angels surround everyone who is
participating in these expanded spirit processes. The
increasing number of walk-ins at this time is in service to
the ascension, or step up in consciousness, of the
species. These participants can always call on guides for
assistance. We Pleiadians are guides in the project. We
are always available and we wish you peace. -- The
Pleiadian Light
Are you ready for a fulfilling, prosperous career, a life
you love and a better world? Unleashing your higher
purpose is a scientifically-validated method to achieve
breakthrough success, and change the world. Planet on
Purpose takes you deep into the question of your higher
purpose. Leveraging the extensive research on purpose
(and it's relationship to leadership, impact, success, love
and a better world), you'll be guided into a clear vision of
what your life will look like when you are on fire with your
higher purpose. This book will empower you to unleash
the scientifically-validated benefits of higher purpose in
your career, love life and health: CAREER: realize higher
levels of income, wealth, abundance (+47%), leadership
effectiveness (+63%), fulfillment (+64%), engagement
(4x) and productivity (5x) LOVE LIFE: experience more
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attraction
and love (+31%) HEALTH: unlock the secret to
vitality and longevity (+7 years) Further, you will try on a
vision for how we can purposefully regenerate our planet
economically, politically, culturally and ecologically.
Praise for Planet on Purpose: "If you imagine yourself as
a world leader, let Planet on Purpose be your field
guide." CHIP CONLEY, Founder, Joie de Vivre
Hospitality, New York Times Best-Selling Author,
Emotional Equations "Planet on Purpose is a MUST read
for women as we emerge in powerful, impactful ways in
the world." CHARLENE TOSI, Founder, Woman Within
International, Author, Discover Your Woman Within: A
Journey to Wholeness "...the most comprehensive book
about higher purpose ever written." TIM KELLEY,
Author, True Purpose, and Founder, True Purpose®
Institute "Brandon Peele brings passion, insight, and
data to the question of purpose." RACHEL SLAYBAUGH
PhD, Asst. Professor, University of California, Berkeley,
Program Director ARPA-E, US Department of Energy
"The Purpose Economy is in full swing. Brandon's book
articulates... how you can ride this wave to make your
highest contribution." AARON HURST, CEO, Imperative,
Author, The Purpose Economy "Brandon's personal
embodiment of his purpose is proof positive that his big
mind, wide-eyed, open-hearted vision is possible."
SUSAN LUCCI, Purpose GuideTM, Co-author, Purpose
Rising "My advice: devour this amazing book... It's that
powerful. Come play, be legendary, the world needs
you." BILL KAUTH, Co-founder, The ManKind Project,
Author, A Circle of Men "Brandon's... arguments are
compelling and, for the skeptics, he also includes the
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that backs up what he asserts." SRIKUMAR
RAO PhD, TED Speaker, Author, Finding Happiness at
Work Please see link below for book trailer:
https://vimeo.com/260072790
A youth movement is reenergizing global environmental
activism. The “climate generation”—late millennials and
iGen, or Generation Z—is demanding that policy makers
and government leaders take immediate action to
address the dire outcomes predicted by climate science.
Those inheriting our planet’s environmental problems
expect to encounter challenges, but they may not have
the skills to grapple with the feelings of powerlessness
and despair that may arise when they confront this
seemingly intractable situation. Drawing on a decade of
experience leading and teaching in college
environmental studies programs, Sarah Jaquette Ray
has created an “existential tool kit” for the climate
generation. Combining insights from psychology,
sociology, social movements, mindfulness, and the
environmental humanities, Ray explains why and how
we need to let go of eco-guilt, resist burnout, and
cultivate resilience while advocating for climate justice. A
Field Guide to Climate Anxiety is the essential guidebook
for the climate generation—and perhaps the rest of us—as
we confront the greatest environmental threat of our
time.
A complete detailed guide to ancient and classical
medical astrology. Includes diagnosis, surgery dates,
onset patterns, antidotes, death transits, the four
elements and the three modes, effects of planets and
lunar nodes in all signs. The Planetary Health Chart and
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nine key
points of health assessment. Few books ever
written in this field are as useful to the student.
With The Ultimate Guide to Astrology, leading astrologer
and Instagram star Tanaaz Chubb (@foreverconscious)
presents a modern and accessible approach to astrology
with an emphasis on the signs and the planets.
How do you respond to unfairness? How do you play fair
if the rules are rigged? The gift of dwarf planet Eris is the
coping skills to creatively navigate and outwit foes on
unlevel playing fields and find a cause to champion. This
guide covers Eris' journey in the 12 houses and aspects
with other planets; conjunction, semi-sextile, sextile,
square, trine, quincunx and opposition. The author gives
a fun memory-tool, the "A-B-C's of Eris" to help you
know the ways Eris impacts the chart. Examples of 300+
famous people with Eris aspects brings the
interpretations alive. Amy Shapiro was the first to call
Eris a 'Provocateur' (in Forces At Work: Astrology And
Career), based on Eris' legendary golden apple exposing
over-sized egos. Her job is to awaken our higher
impulses. This book extends a long-awaited invitation to
Eris -- to join the astrological party as the guest of honor!
Reviewers' Comments: "Amy Shapiro has 'done it again'
in providing us with a far more useful interpretation of
planet Eris than the 'goddess of discord' label originally
received from her discoverers. As Provocateur, Eris has
a huge variety of ways her placements by sign, house
and aspect can be interpreted. Invite Eris to your party
and open yourself to be provoked to new and interesting
perspectives!" Maria Kay Simms, author: Moon Tides,
Soul Passages; Dial Detective; Your Magical Child and
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Astrology
and the Power of Eight "As Oscar Wilde once
said, 'The only thing worse than being talked about, is
not being talked about.' For years astrologers have not
been talking about Eris. Inviting Eris To The Party is a
fine book that adds a lot to the discussion of Eris and
should get tongues wagging. It may get astrologers
thinking about Eris the way they have been thinking
about Chiron all these years." Tom Canfield, author:
Yankee Doodle Discord: A Walk with Planet Eris
Through USA History, and Eris In Signs, Houses,
Aspects
The Book of Thoth will open the way to all of you who
seek truth to connect your whole being, to experience
the superiority that this connection can give you and
open the doors for wisdom to spread on Earth. My
teachings are design to solve the problem of
fragmentation in your time. I am connecting with you
now, I am helping you to cure all the modern diseases
and then I bring you ageless knowledge to help you
connect to your higher-self which is ageless. My students
should know that truth is the only way. The power of the
gods can only become yours if purity and truth define
your life and state of mind. Earth needs to connect to us
and again truth is the only way of communication. I am
here to bring the golden age; this is the task of the gods
and enlightened ones.
Loos with incredible views, lavish lavatories, outstanding
outhouses - all are featured in this pictorial guide to the
world's most stunning toilets. Whether they're high-tech
or arty, amusing or amazing, each toilet has a photo and
a description of its location. More than 100 restrooms to
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are featured, from Antarctica to Zambia. As
any experienced traveller knows, you can tell a whole lot
about a place by its bathrooms. Whatever you prefer to
call them - lavatory, loo, bog, khasi, thunderbox, dunny,
bathroom, restroom, washroom or water closet - toilets
are a (sometimes opaque, often wide-open) window into
the secret soul of a destination. It's not just how well
they're looked after that's revealing, but where they are
positioned and the way they've been conceptualised,
designed and decorated. Toilets so often transcend their
primary function of being a convenience to become a
work of art in their own right, or to make a cultural
statement about the priorities, traditions and values of
the venues, locations and communities they serve. The
lavatory is a great leveller - everyone feels the call of
nature, every day - but being ubiquitous doesn't make it
uniform. Around the planet (and beyond it, see page 12),
toilets have followed various evolutionary pathways to
best suit their environment. In these pages you'll find
porcelain pews with fantastic views, audacious attentionseeking urban outhouses, and eco-thrones made from
sticks and stones in all sorts of wild settings, from
precipitous mountain peaks to dusty deserts. So,
wherever you're reading this, we hope you're sitting
comfortably. About Lonely Planet: Started in 1973,
Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel
guide publisher with guidebooks to every destination on
the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a suite
of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated
traveller community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable
curious travellers to experience the world and to truly get
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of the places they find themselves in.
TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012, 2013, 2014,
and 2015 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category
'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's
bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile
phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's
telling entire generations of people how to travel the
world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) Important Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all of the
images found in the physical edition.
Discover the different types of spirit guides, how to
communicate and work with them and how they can help
you in every facet of life. Connect with your personal
team of spirit guides, and draw on their ancient wisdom
and healing to overcome challenges, unlock success and
achieve your dreams. The Seven Types of Spirit Guide is
the first-ever exploration of the cosmic helpers who have
communicated with everyday people across cultures and
throughout human history. Spirit guides take many
forms, and in this book spirit guide medium Yamile
Yemoonyah will introduce you to each of the seven
types: angels, ancestors, nature spirits, star beings,
animal spirits, ascended masters and deities. Each has
specific characteristics, gifts and challenges, and you'll
learn the unique reasons your spirit guides are here to
support you on your personal path. Featuring an
extensive quiz to help you discover which types of spirit
guide, or guides, you have, and practical advice on
identifying and communicating with them, this refreshing
and inclusive companion will help you to further your
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your purpose.
There are many serious divides political, religious,
economic, and others that threaten our planet. This book
is about how individually we can contribute to healing the
divides between us. The author, Dr. Serafin Talisayon,
shares short readable stories and his own reflections
from his life journey trying to understand, learn and find
solutions to these serious divides. Because solutions will
take time, Serafin dedicates and addresses this book to
his grandchildren and to your own grandchildren as well.
The stories titles beckon your attention or promise
surprise or entertainment, such as Stories of people who
died and then came back, The sex act: a most private
act with huge public consequences and The root causes
of poverty are not economic. The author loves to
stimulate you to think and he enjoys offering you
potential eye openers. After each story, subtitles of his
reflections capture the valuable life lesson he wishes to
share with you. Suggested actions follow many of the
stories which readers can consider if they decide to
contribute in healing the divides between us.
Describes how the planets were made, discusses each
of the sun's planets and their moons, and considers what
planets around other stars and around pulsars might be
like.
A reference for serious eco-friendly consumers explains
how to discern between products that are actually green
and ones that are only reflecting trendy designs, in a
guide that lists specific names, reveals what and what
not to buy, and lists safe alternatives for everyday needs.
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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher
Every country in the world, in one guidebook: Lonely
Planet's The World. A Traveller's Guide to the Planet.
We've taken the highlights from the world's best
guidebooks and put them together into one 900+ page
whopper to create the ultimate guide to Earth. This userfriendly A-Z gives a flavour of each country in the world,
including a map, travel highlights, info on where to go
and how to get around, as well as some quirkier details
to bring each place to life. In Lonely Planet's trademark
bluespine format, this is the ultimate planning resource.
From now on, every traveller's journey should start
here... Nearly 1000 colour photos of must-visit highlights
More than 200 colour maps The guidebook every
traveller needs to own About Lonely Planet: Lonely
Planet is a leading travel media company and the world's
number one travel guidebook brand, providing both
inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of
traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've
printed over 145 million guidebooks and phrasebooks for
120 languages, and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travellers. You'll also find our
content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages,
12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books,
ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day.
Lonely Planet enables the curious to experience the
world fully and to truly get to the heart of the places they
find themselves, near or far from home. TripAdvisor
Travelers' Choice Awards 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and
2016 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely
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York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's
bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile
phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's
telling entire generations of people how to travel the
world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) Important Notice: The
digital edition of this book may not contain all of the
images found in the physical edition.
You can't afford not to have this book! This book will
save you money while improving your health and the
planet's. It presents science-based solutions: knowledge
and daily habits that reduce your adverse impact on the
planet and at the same time help you gain the
satisfaction of knowing you're doing the right thing. Most
people feel overwhelmed with information, sometimes
contradictory, about what is healthy, or good for the
planet, and what is not. This is due to what is known as
'greenwashing', which is nothing else but marketing
campaigns to make people believe that a product is ecofriendly, including misleading information on labels, to
increase sales. This will be your guide to making wellinformed decisions.This book presents science-based
solutions: save energy, gasoline, water, resources, learn
how to select safe cosmetics, safe hygiene and cleaning
products, reduce, buy socially responsible merchandise,
be happy and sleep with peace of mind knowing you
have the power to make informed decisions. This book
includes many references to science peer-reviewed
journals but it's written in a simple, easy to understand
language.
So many people today feel "called" to find more in their
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of purpose and meaning. Answering Your Call is aimed
at people who know they are on the planet for a reason
and want more than encouragement-they want to get
precise about it. Answering Your Call provides exercises
that appeal to our practical side as well as inspirational
examples from history and literature. It is a spiritual howto book, not on how to pray or meditate, but how to
discern what it is that the world needs you to do.
A completely new review of the soul is now derived from
a common inheritance of the ancient heritage and
mysticism, as well as the personal experiences of the
author, the practice of hypnotic regression and
discoveries of quantum physics that only in the presence
of a conscious observer - the soul - the matter takes a
form of a physical reality as it is known to us. All the
activities of the soul that have an impact on man's life,
from life-saving interventions of the soul events in
everyday life, inspiration to the spiritual work and
creativity that is the basis of human civilization. Souls as
the carriers of intelligent design in nature.
Communication between the mind and the soul. A
detailed description of the reasons for obsession as a
"loss of soul". The evil in the world and the goodness of
the soul. Self-realization, resurrection or enlightenment
as the knowledge of the divine nature of the soul while
still in the body. The discipline of meditation as a practice
of self-realization of the soul.CONTENTS - Introduction The origin, or where we come from - The manifestation
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body as the outcome of the manifestation of all
the dimensions and proportions - The dual nature of the
emanation of God: the oblivion and the awakening Organic life as the foundation of the human body Human body as the foundation of personality - The
complete personality as the foundation of the soul - The
organic world as the stage for the drama of the
personality - Personality as the personification of the
Divine - Divine as the foundation of the soul - The
presence of the Divine as a testimony - The mechanical
manifestation of the organic world - The manifestation of
the organic world as the basis for consciousness - The
circle of creation: inorganic world, organic world and man
- On the incarnation of souls before the organic life on
Earth - The division of souls: the young, developed and
highly developed - Souls get ready for a human life
shaping all other forms - Soul being born in a body - The
beginning of oblivion - Communication between mind
and soul - Why the soul is always good - Why some
people are not good - The decline of soul - the opposite
point on the circle of Divine manifestation - Some of the
characteristics and problems of young souls - Some of
the characteristics and problems of medium developed
souls - Some of the characteristics and problems of the
highly developed souls - Some of the observations of the
young, medium and the highly developed souls Everyday life of Bringers of the dawn - Planets condition
the organic world - Soul and karma - Soul and science Soul and religion - Three kinds of work: physical,
intellectual and intending - Work on oneself - Man's
testimony of the presence of the Divine.
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the covers of Kingdom Planet read about the
extraordinary events that surface within the functions of a
major worldwide chemical corporation. The diabolical plot of
the firm that is actually run by Satan's soldiers, will astound
and challenge your thinking regarding workplace realities.
Most people feel overwhelmed with information, sometimes
contradictory about what is healthy or good for the planet and
what is not. This is due in part to what is known as
'greenwashing', which is nothing other than marketing
campaigns that make people believe that a product is ecofriendly when it is not, including misleading information on
labels. This book presents science-based solutions:
knowledge and daily habits that reduce adverse impact on
the planet and at the same time help you save money, gain
health and gives you the satisfaction of knowing you are
doing the right thing.
"There's something intriguing to be learned on practically
every page... [How to Astronaut] captures the details of an
extraordinary job and turns even the mundane aspects of
space travel into something fascinating."––Publishers Weekly
Ride shotgun on a trip to space with astronaut Terry Virts. A
born storyteller with a gift for the surprising turn of phrase and
eye for the perfect you-are-there details, he captures all the
highs, lows, humor, and wonder of an experience few will
ever know firsthand. Featuring stories covering survival
training, space shuttle emergencies, bad bosses, the art of
putting on a spacesuit, time travel, and much more!
The first book to tackle the growing phenomenon of ecoanxiety. Written by a psychoanalyst, with a foreword from
Caroline Hickman from the Climate Psychology Alliance, this
book offers emotional tools and strategies to ease anxiety by
taking positive action on a personal and community level. A
Guide to Eco-Anxiety outlines a manifesto for action,
connection and hope. Showing how to harness anxiety for
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action, as well as effective ways to reduce your
personal carbon footprint. The most powerful thing we can do
to combat climate change is to talk about it and act
collectively. But despite it being an emergency, most people
don't bring climate change into conversation in everyday life.
The book explores the health impact of experiencing ecoanxiety, grief and trauma, and signposts recommended
treatments and therapies. It also tackles practical issues such
as: why it's important to reduce plastic waste; parenting and
the choice to have a family; which is more effective to bring
your carbon footprint down, go vegan or fly less? The book
will cultivate a pragmatic form of hope by offering a dynamic
toolkit packed with practical ways to connect with community
and systemic support, self-care practices to ease the
symptoms of anxiety, and strategies to spread awareness
and - crucially - bring about change.
The last hope of planet Earth is Trisphere, a huge satellite
where world leaders will negotiate war outcomes and solve
natural disasters and plagues. But the Antichrist has no
intention of seeing this plan succeed. His appearance brings
the plot of this exciting adventure novel into conformity with
the Bible's accounting of the last days of the planet as we
know it.
Let Lonely Planet take you further than ever before with the
world’s first and only travel guide to the Universe, developed
with the latest data from NASA. Touch down on the planets of
our solar system, before continuing your trip to the edge of
the known Universe via exoplanets, newborn stars,
supernova remnants, galaxy superclusters and more.
" Earth's Pivotal Years is a wonderful guide for anyone
desiring a life of purpose during these unique times. The
more who act upon the wisdom in this book, the faster we can
create a peaceful and loving world – with people becoming
agents of conscious evolution." Barbara Marx Hubbard,
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Birth 2012 and Beyond The Earth is at a precipice;
there is a sense of urgency about the world and our place in
it. In Your Guide to Earth's Pivotal Years, author Selacia
answers universal questions that are being asked about the
future and our role. She addresses these times of great
change, prophecies, our future, and the vital role of divine
changemakers. Providing a big-picture view, Your Guide to
Earth's Pivotal Years helps you accomplish the following: •
Comprehend what the paradigm shift really means for you
and everyone on Earth • Understand why this is the most
important time you could be alive • Gain a new appreciation
of Earth's pivotal years with your own take-action guide •
Recognize the new, more heart-centered world in the making
• Learn about those known as divine changemakers Through
this process of discovery, you will find a new source of
inspiration and courage for taking the next steps. Your Guide
to Earth's Pivotal Years communicates practical tools for
navigating change and advancing spiritually and describes
specific options for powerfully creating a more light-filled
world. This book has been endorsed by Barbara Marx
Hubbard, author of Birth 2012 and Beyond: “ Earth’s Pivotal
Years is a wonderful guide for anyone desiring a life of
purpose during these unique times. The more who act upon
the wisdom in this book, the faster we can create a peaceful
and loving world – with people becoming agents of conscious
evolution.”
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